
A FESTIVAL OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND ROBOTS AT WPI

Faculty and Student exhibitS Planned  
For touchtomorrow 2014

Atwater Kent Laboratories 

     •   The robotics engineering teaching labs will be open for visits and tours with hands-on  

 activities that include “Race a Robot.”

      •   oryx 2, winner of the 2012 NASA/NIA Robo-Ops Competition, will be on display outside  

           (weather permitting). Guests will be able to drive it and learn about its development.

      •   current Projects and research: The back corridor (along Salisbury Street) will be used   

           for several demonstrations. Guests will sit in a smart wheelchair, communicate with a  

           rover using Google Glass, shake hands with a robotic prosthetic hand (winner of the 2014 

           Cornell Cup), and have a picture taken by a telepresence robot. Other robots on display  

           will include Project Squirrel, a tree-climbing robot, a pipeline-traversing robot, and the  

           NSF-supported PARbot (personal assistive robot).

      •   arc (autonomous robotic collaboration) lab: Dmitry Berenson’s lab will be open for      

           tours. Visitors will learn about research underway with the humanoid PR2 and  

           Baxter robots.

      •   rail (robot autonomy and interactive learning) lab: Sonia Chernova plans an  

           interactive demo involving robot sensing. Guests will teleoperate a robot through a  

           course, first with the aid of their eyes, and then guided only by a display of what the  

           robot “sees” with its sensors.  

 

Campus Center 

     •   The Class of 1846 Lounge will be turned into a showcase for student work and research  

           in civil and environmental engineering and architectural engineering. Exhibits  

           will include: 

           •   WPI’s entry in the 2013 Solar decathlon (3D model of the house, videos and photos         

                of the design and construction of the house and of the competition in China). 

           •   A shaker table designed by a 2014 MQP team (demos will be run showing how a tall          

               building reacts in simulated earthquakes).

           •   The 2014 WPI entry in the ASCE Steel bridge competition. The 16-foot-long bridge             

                will be displayed in the center of the room.

           •   Stations where students can build bridges from spaghetti and A-frames from  

     toothpicks and then test them for structural stability.

           •   An introduction to bio-inspired materials, including a demonstration of why nacre  

     (mother of pearl) is so strong and light.

           •   Digitally colorized scanning electron microscope images and student designs for an  

               addition to WPI’s Kaven Hall. 



     •   Outside, young visitors will make LEGO boats and learn about the hydrodynamic factors       

           that affect their stability. 

       •   Nearby, the team from WPI’s Computer Science Department that developed the  

           nationally recognized intelligent tutoring system known as aSSiStments will  

           demonstrate how the system helps middle school students learn algebra while  

           simultaneously assessing their progress. 

 

Fuller Laboratories 

    •    Video games developed by students in WPI’s Interactive Media and Game Development  

           program will be loaded on stations in the IMDG Computer Lab and available for guests  

           to try out. 

      •   In Upper Perreault, guests can sit down and relax while watching student-developed  

           animations and game trailers.

      •   In The Commons, Scott barton will offer an interactive demo and performance with his  

           robotic musical instruments; the program will begin at 11 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3 p.m.

 

Higgins Laboratories 

      •   The Aerospace Engineering faculty will run three shows called aerodynamics in action           

           and Spacecraft Propulsion in action in the Discovery Classroom on the second floor.  

           Shows are scheduled for 11 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3 p.m.

      •   Allen Hoffman will open the assistive technology resource center for the day and  

           demonstrate the technological solutions WPI students have developed to improve life for     

           people with disabilities.

      •   Greg Fischer will open his automation and interventional medicine (aim) lab for tours.  

           Guests will learn about research on medical robotics, explore the Da Vinci medical  

           robotics system, try out controllers designed to give surgeons the ability to feel forces  

           they as they operate remotely, and look at circuit boards under the microscope, among  

           other activities.

      •   Down the hall in the Machine Shop, students will demonstrate projects in the area of  

           assistive robotics, including an extra-musculature sleeve that helps stroke victims regain  

           use of their arms and hands and a robotic penguin that can be used to enhance and  

           extend therapy for children with pervasive developmental disorders such as autism.

      •   Mechanical engineering graduate student Erica Stults will do a demonstration of  

           3d printing.

      •   Jamal Yagoobi and his students will provide guided tours of the Multi-Scale Heat Transfer 

           Lab. The program, called how engineers Keep things cool in Space, will take place 

           every half hour and will feature research on two-phase heat transport systems that the 

           lab is developing for cooling satellites and spacecraft with sponsorship from NASA. 

Goddard Hall 

     •   See biology: The Biology and Biotechnology Department will offer a set of activities that  

           reveal different ways of seeing living organisms. Guests will learn how to build their own  

           microscopes from inexpensive materials, see bacteria that have been genetically  

           modified to glow in the dark, extract DNA from strawberries, and learn how we see by  

           exploring the anatomy of the eye and the biology of vision.



      •   dig worms: Jagan Srinivasan will introduce guests to nematodes (roundworms), one of      

           the largest groups of animals on Earth. They will learn where they live, how they sense,  

           move, and communicate, how they contribute to soil ecology, and how they are used  

           in a broad array of research efforts. There will be opportunities to observe the worms  

           under a microscope and to literally “dig worms” by recovering them from different kinds  

           of soils.

      •   break a leg: Kristen Billiar will introduce guests to biomechanics through some  

           interactive activities involving bones. For example, they will apply forces to wooden  

           dowels and chicken legs to learn how bones respond to mechanical stresses.

      •   learn about tissue culture: Graduate student Liwen Fei will explain patented  

           technology developed in the lab of Pam Weathers for plant micro-propagation using a          

           mist bioreactor.

      •   chemistry and biochemistry will offer two 45-minute programs (starting on the hour,  

           with the first show at 11 a.m.) with a variety of activities that will demonstrate concepts in  

           general chemistry and biochemistry. 

           •   In the general chemistry room, guests will build a raspberry flavored solar cell (a  

                dye-sensitized photovoltaic cell that uses raspberry juice and titanium dioxide), make 

                bouncy balls by mixing borax and white glue, and create “elephant toothpaste” by  

                mixing yeast, warm water, dish soap, hydrogen peroxide, and food coloring.

           •   In the biochemistry room, they will learn about fast enzymatic reactions, catalysts, and 

                bioluminescence. They will work with luciferin, ATP, and luciferase to create the  

                light-generating reaction that makes fireflies glow. They will also use the zSpace  

                visualization system to observe organic molecules in 3D.

           •   In the Chemistry and Biochemistry Project Lab, guests will learn about cancer cells— 

                how they are different from normal cells and how and why they grow so quickly. They 

                will also get to see what cancer cells look like.

 

Olin Hall 

     •   Germano Iannacchione will take guests on a fascinating Virtual tour of the universe in a

           Olin 107. Presentations will take place at 10 a.m., 11 a.m. (for younger audiences), 1 p.m., a

           2 p.m. (for younger audiences), and 3 p.m. 

      •   In Upper Perreault, guests can sit down and relax while watching student-developed  

           animations and game trailers.

      •   In The Commons, Scott barton will offer an interactive demo and performance with his  

           robotic musical instruments; the program will begin at 11 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3 p.m.

 

Stratton Hall 

      •   Mathematics professor brigitte Servatius will talk about a recent study by French  

           mathematicians that demonstrated how a torus (think bagels and inner tubes) is actually       

           a flat object. She will then show guests how to use a simple piece of paper and a pair of  

           scissors to discover for themselves how a torus really is flat. 

      •   Guests will also see some posters representing student projects and research in  

           mathematical sciences, including a poster about a project advised by Mayer Humi called  

           “Near Earth Asteroids: The Celestial Chariots,” which showed how manned missions to  

           Mars and other planets could “hitchhike” on near-Earth asteroids.



Washburn Laboratories 

     •   Toby Bergstrom and his students will open the haaS technical education center for a  

           host of interactive demos. Guests will see the CNC machines and other advanced  

           manufacturing technology (including robots) in action and even get to manufacture their  

           own souvenirs with a CNC machine or laser cutter.

 

Freeman Plaza 

      •   warner the humanoid Atlas robot, WPI’s entry in the DARPA Robotics Challenge, will  

           be displayed in Freeman Plaza sitting in his vehicle. A small generator will provide power  

           for a monitor and WARNER’s head, permitting guest people to see the view from  

           WARNER’s stereo cameras. Taking selfies with WARNER will be encouraged. 

      •   Guests will also see some posters representing student projects and research in  

           mathematical sciences, including a poster about a project advised by Mayer Humi called  

           “Near Earth Asteroids: The Celestial Chariots,” which showed how manned missions to  

           Mars and other planets could “hitchhike” on near-Earth asteroids.

West Street Plaza (between Atwater Kent Labs and Reunion Plaza) 

     •   Physics in motion: The Department of Physics will conduct participatory demonstrations  

           of such concepts as centrifugal force and angular motion using a rotating chair, Frisbees,  

           and more.

      •   bio-inspired robots: Marko Popovic and his students will demonstrate robotics  

           innovations inspired by nature, including artificial muscles and a robotic platform that  

           flaps its wings like a bird.

      •   Satellite communications: Alex Wyglinski and graduate student Paulo Ferreira will do  

           a demonstration that relates to their research on the use of software-defined radio to  

           improve communications with satellites and the International Space Station. They will  

           use a simple radio receiver and a processing unit developed in the Wireless Innovation  

           Laboratory to receive images from NOAA weather satellites and display them on a  

           large monitor. 

Sports and Recreation Center 

      •   Jim o’rourke from the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department will show off      

           Sparky Junior, the department’s small Van de Graaff generator, and perform a number of  

           interactive demonstrations that will teach guests about electricity and electrostatics. It is  

           sure to be a “hair-raising” experience.


